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1. Introduction

The β-elements in the stable homotopy groups π+(S°) of spheres at the
prime > 3 are introduced by H. Toda ([20]) and generalized by L. Smith ([19])
and S.Oka ([4], [5], [6]). In [3], H. Miller, D. Ravenel and S.Wilson
presented that the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence is powerful to study the
stable homotopy groups of spheres, and gave the way to define the generalized
Greek letter elements in its E2-term including β-elements. S. Oka [7], [8]
and H. Sadofsky [11] showed that some of those /^-elements are permanent
cycles.

S. Oka and the author has studied about the product of these jS-elements
in the homotopy groups π+(S°) ([9], [12], [13], [14], [15]) and show whether
or not the products of the form βsβtp/j are trivial except for the case where

j = py s = rp + 1, pj( t and pn+11 r + t + pn for some n > 0.

Here βs for s > 0 and βtp(j for j, t > 1 are the /?-elements given by L. Smith
and S. Oka. In the recent work [18], A. Yabe and the author have determined
the homotopy groups of L2-local spheres, where L2 stands for the Bousfield
localization functor with respect to the Johnson-Wilson spectrum £(2) with
the coefficient ring Z(p}[vi9 v2, v2

l~\ (cf. [1], [10]). In this paper we show the
triviality of the product of β-elements in the homotopy groups π^(L2S°) for
the above exceptional case (see Theorem 3.3). Consider the map /^: π*(S°)->
πJ|c(L2S°) induced from the localization map / : S°->L2S°. We notice that if
/^(x) = l^(y) in the homotopy groups π^(L2S°)9 then x = y mod F5 in πj|c(5°),
where Ff denotes the Adams-Novikov filtration.

Together with known results, we obtain

THEOREM 1.1. Let s and t be positive integers. Then in the homotopy
groups πs|t(L25°), βsβtp/p = 0 if and only if one of the following condition holds:

1) p\st or
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2) s = rp + 1 and pn+l\r + t + pn for some integers r and n > 0.

Note that βp/p is not a homotopy element of n^(S°)9 but of
π*(L2S°). Using the relation ββp2/p,2 = βs+t(p2-p)βtp/p of [9, Prop. 6.1] in
the E2-term, we have

COROLLARY 1.2. For positive integers s and ί, i/i the homotopy groups

π^(L2S°), βsβtp2/pt2 = 0 if and only if one of the following condition holds:

1) p \ st or

2) 5 = rp + 1 and pn+ x \ r + tp + p" for some n > 0.

Theorem 1.1 must be a corollary of the result of [18], but it seems hard
to tell which generator of πs|c(L25°) given there corresponds to our
product. So we here prove the theorem directly.

2. ^-elements

Let (A, Γ) denote the Hopf algebroid associated to the Johnson- Wilson
spectrum £(2), that is,

A = E(2)+ = Zwlυl9 Ό29 ι?2 ^ and

Γ= £(2)φ(£(2)) = E(2Uίls t29.. y(ηΛ(vύ: i > 2),

where ηR: BP# -^BP^BP) -+E(2)^[tl, ί2> ] denotes the right unit map of the
Hopf algebroid associated to the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP at the prime
p. Here p denotes a prime number greater than 3. Then there is the
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence converging to the homotopy groups
πφ(L2S°) of E^-local spheres 5° with £2-term Ef = Ext?(Λ, A) (cf. [10],
[1]). In order to compute the £2-term, Miller, Ravenel and Wilson [3]
introduced the chromatic spectral sequence associated to the short exact
sequences

(2.1) 0 - >N1

0 cz^MJ, - >ΛΓΪ+ 1 - .0

for i > 0, where N$ = A = E(2)+9 Mf, = υf ̂ ό and N^1 is the cokernel of
the inclusion N*0 cz M1

0. Note that Ml = N% and M1

0 = 0 if ί > 2. The
Ei-term is Ext*(M{)) and the abutment is Ext*(ΛΓg) that is the £2-term of the
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. Hereafter we use the abbreviation

Extk(M) = Ext^μ, M)

for a Γ-comodule M. We deduce that Ext '(Mo) = 0 if i > 4 by the Bockstein
spectral sequence from Morava's vanishing line theorem that says E\tl(E(2)+/
(p9 Vl)) = 0 if i > 4. This implies Ext'(JVg) = 0 if i > 6 by the chromatic
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spectral sequence. By this, the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence collapses

and arises no extension problem. Thus the E2-term Ext*(ΛΓS) equals to the

abutment πa|t(L25°). And we identify these two algebras. Consider the

connecting homomorphisms associated to the short exact sequences (2.1) for

i = 0 and 1:

<50: Ext*(N£) —> Extk+1 (Ng) and

δ i : Ext* (ΛΓg) > Ext*+ i(N&.

Then the /?-elements in the £2-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence

are defined by:

(22) βs = <5<A(t>S2/P»ι)eExt2(N°) = π*(L2S
0) and

βtplp = δQδi(vt^/pvp

ί)eExt2(NQ) = πs|c(L2S°).

Here we state the relation between these jS-elements and the β-elements in

πJS0). Combining the results of [20], [5], [2] and [3], we have

THEOREM 2.3. βs for s > 0 and βtp/p for t > 1 are pulled back to the

homotopy groups π#(S°) of spheres under the localization map l^\ 7^(5°) -»

*.(L2S°).

As to the representative of βtp/p in the cobar complex, we recall [9, Lemma

4.4]

LEMMA 2.4. In the cobar complex Ω^A = Γ(g)AΓ9

for an integer ί, where g0 = V2p(t^ ® tp

2 + t2 (8) tf).

3. Triviality of the products

In our proof of the triviality of the products, we construct cochains that

bounds the products. For this sake, we recall [3, Prop. 5.4] the elements xt

such that

(3.1) d0(Xi) = va

i

iv(f~1)pi~ί(2tί - v& mod(p, v\+ai)

for i > 1, where d0: A -> Γ = Ω^A is the differential defined by d0 = ηR — ηL

for the right and the left units ηR and ηL, and ζ = v^1t2 + r2

 P(tp

2 - tf+p).

LEMMA 3.2. For any integers t and n > 0, v(2p~i}pn/pvi ® g0 = 0 in

PROOF. Consider the element ξ = l/tpn+2vp

i

n+'+pn ® d0(x?H+1) of the cobar
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complex Ωl

r Ml = M% ®AΓ. The differential d± : Ωl

r Ml -> ΩpM% satisfies the

relation d^/pX ® x) = 1//>X ® ̂ (x) + </0(l//>X) ® * for xeΩ^A = Γ.

Furthermore, dί d0 = 0, ί/ofai) = Ptι e A ^0(^2) = vι tf m°d (P> ^ΐ) e ̂
ί/!^) = QeΓ®AΓ. So we compute

«*!«) = - l/tpvΓl+pn+l β ίi ® d0(xUι)

= - 1/pι J <g> ίt ® ̂ -1^(2ί1 - ^C) (by (3.1))

^jw? ® if) + v^-^/pv, ® tx ® C

by noticing n > 0. Thus v(2p~l}pn /pv± ® ίx ® C is homologous to zero. On the
other hand, in [17, Prop. 4.4], it is shown that i^/P^i®^ ig homologous
to v™ /pυ1 ® ίx ® ζ for any integer m. Note here that, in [17], we use a
convention to denote v^g0/pv1 for vt2/pv1®g0. Hence we have the desired
result. q.e.d.

THEOREM 3.3. In the homotopy groups πs|c(L2S
0),

βrp+lβtplp = 0

if Pn \r + * + Pn~ 1 /or ^w^ integer n > 0.

PROOF. Since the connecting homomorphisms are maps of Ext*(A)-
modules, we have

by (2.2). Now substitute - tv^~^gQ for /?ίp/p by Lemma 2.4, and we see the
triviality v(2+t)p/pvi ®g0 = Q by Lemma 3.2 if r + ί = (up — I)//1"1 for some
u and n > 0. q.e.d.
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